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The cynical objectives and coercive actions of the apartheid state in engineering forced 
removals to the Bantustans have been well documented. These ‘dumping grounds’ were 
notorious examples of the poverty and human suffering produced in the name of 
‘separate development’. Processes of mass resettlement in the Bantustans had multiple 
meanings, far-reaching effects and uneven political dynamics and outcomes. This 
paper traces local dynamics of power and clientelism in two resettlement townships in 
the northern Ciskei, as the apartheid government set about establishing indirect rule 
under this self-governing Bantustan. It explores the role of resettlement in extending 
the reaches and the influence of the state by tracing the history of local administration 
and institutions of indirect rule, their everyday operations and political effects. The 
relations of patronage constructed under the ‘white chiefs’ of the Department of Bantu 
Administration and Development (BAD), which had starkly gendered dimensions and 
consequences, formed the critical basis upon which new Tribal Authorities were 
superimposed, becoming subject to new political imperatives. One of the outcomes of 
mass resettlement was to foster, through clientelism, new political constituencies for 
the Ciskei. Through the provision of housing, particularly to former farm-dwellers, 
apartheid authorities were able to encourage, albeit temporarily, a limited compliance 





Removals and mass resettlement in South Africa’s homelands were cornerstones of 
apartheid. For contemporary commentators, violent and traumatic forced removals and 
the widespread human suffering caused by homeland resettlement provided stark 
evidence of apartheid’s injustices.1 These episodes, owing to the enduring impacts they 
have wrought and the attention that land restitution has generated around them, are 
vividly remembered in contemporary South Africa.
2
 Between 1960 and 1982 more than 
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3.5 million people were directly affected by the apartheid government’s programmes of 
population relocation.
3
 Many thousands of these people, removed from urban areas under 
influx control and Group Areas legislation and evicted from rural settlements by stringent 
‘anti-squatting’ measures, ended up in resettlement sites in the Bantustans. Many more, 
squeezed out of the countryside by racist land laws and by the effects of agricultural 
capitalisation (the consolidation of land holdings, mechanisation, and a shift towards full-
time wage labour were manifest in rapid ‘labour shedding’ from the middle of the 
twentieth century), dwellers of the ‘white’ countryside had few alternatives but to seek 
accommodation in the new residential areas opening up on the fringes of South Africa’s 
reserves.  From the mid-1960s a plethora of rural settlements, established with minimal 
state planning and provision, rapidly expanded across these areas, which were 
simultaneously subject to the promotion of Bantustan ‘self-government’- the apartheid 
ideologues’ answer to decolonisation and demands for political equality.  Commentators 
struggled to communicate the misery of these resettlement camps: ‘...miles from a centre 
where employment is available, a small plot of land for each family, no grazing for 
livestock, accommodation in tents, no shops, no schools, no medical services, no fuel, 
very little water, pit latrines…’.4 
Histories of apartheid relocation have rightly emphasised the coercion employed 
by the state and the highly repressive nature of these programmes.
5
 Urban removals under 
the Group Areas Act, around which the majority of the historical literature has focused, 
exposed the brutality and violence employed by the apartheid state in its projects of social 
engineering.
6
 Studies that have focused on rural relocation have emphasised the heavy-
handed and repressive role of the state in efforts to remove so-called ‘black spots’ from 
the white landscape. These plans were met with fierce resistance in the 1970s and 1980s 
as civic organisations rallied around threatened communities. Recent historical interest in 
rural resettlement has tended to cohere around such instances of organised resistance.
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Anthropological work from the 1980s and early 1990s offered detailed insights 
into Bantustan resettlement, the processes of settlement that this involved and the social 
landscapes of impoverished livelihoods that characterised ‘displaced urbanisation’.8 This 
literature has been particularly developed for Qwaqwa, the tiny Bantustan bordering 
northern Lesotho where the impacts of resettlement were pronounced and the farce of 
homeland independence glaring.
9
 In the context of mass opposition to the oppression and 
violence of the homelands system in the 1980s and early 1990s, scholars sought to lay 
bare the precarious reality of ethnic nationalism from which homeland regimes drew their 
legitimacy.
10
 While the political economy and local political consequences of 
resettlement have not been overlooked, the role of resettlement in the making of 
Bantustan regimes deserves further scrutiny.
11
 
This paper explores the making of matrices of power and authority in two Ciskei 
resettlement sites established during the 1960s: Sada, and Ilinge (see Figure 1). While the 
National Party’s (NP) rhetoric and pursuit of homeland independence have been well 
documented, quite how these policies and agendas played out in everyday state 
interventions in the homelands is less well understood. While a variety of accounts have 
examined the emergence of homeland elites and the patronage of resources that allowed 
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for the rise of political elites and a homeland middle class,
12
 less attention has been paid 
to the effects of the reconfiguration of power, the creation of new Bantu Authorities, the 
expansion of the apparatus of homeland states, the local networks of clientelism that 
emerged in the course of these processes and their political effects. The analysis that 
follows shows how the racist, modernist project of the apartheid state - fragmented and 
uneven as it was – translated into everyday administrative interventions in the Ciskei 
resettlement townships. It shows how the apartheid state’s ‘mix of vision and blunder, 
principle and pragmatism’ played out through everyday administrative interventions into 
a hegemonic project of indirect rule.
13
  
The paper traces the evolution of indirect rule in one locality, as rule through the 
Magistrates and Bantu Commissioners of the Department of Bantu Administration and 
Development (BAD, the renamed Department of Native Affairs) was overlaid with and 
replaced by new Tribal Authorities (TAs). It examines the gendered vision that 
underpinned the BAD’s administration of the resettlement townships in the late-1960s 
and the consequences for social control. By describing the new relations of clientelism 
that developed under the administration of the BAD the article shows how the shift to 
rule under TAs in this locality was characterised as much by ‘blunder’ as by ‘vision’.14 In 
the new resettlement areas, where tribal structures had virtually no historical basis, 
newly-created TAs inherited the peculiar modernist institutions of the apartheid state and 
the structures of patronage created in the course of paternalist governance under Bantu 
Commissioners- the ‘white chiefs’ of the colonial state.15 Colonial planning and 
patronage came to be subject to new political imperatives under the administration of 
Ciskei. Relations of clientelism, which permeated everyday life, formed the foundations 
of power and authority for the Ciskei in these localities. Given the upheavals of 
resettlement, the terrible living conditions that prevailed in the townships and the deep 
poverty experienced by the majority of residents, the limited resources provided by state 
planning initiatives allowed for the production of regimes of power and control that had 
considerable local influence. Agrarian change and the abolition of labour tenancy, which 
involved widespread eviction of farm-workers, constituted an important dynamic in these 
processes: faced with little choice but to move to one of the new Bantustan townships, 
former farm-dwellers formed a crucial constituency for the making of new matrices of 
power in the Ciskei.  
The paper, and the PhD thesis on which it is based, draws, alongside a range of 
other sources, upon oral history interviews conducted in 2008 and 2009 in Sada and 
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  These interviews explored the first-hand resettlement experiences of men and 
women resettled in the townships during the 1960s and 1970s. That I was asking often 
elderly people to reflect on their experiences more than thirty years prior was of course 
problematic. Moreover, it was extremely difficult to garner any information when I asked 
directly about Ciskei authorities: because of the history of anti-apartheid protest and the 
subsequent layering of social memory in these townships, individual experiences have 
been quieted by a dominant historical narrative of forced removal and repression under 
Ciskei. When the issue of Ciskeian administration was approached in the interviews more 
laterally a set of alternative experiences became apparent, revealing the politics of 
memory at work. I have endeavoured to make best use of this oral evidence by reading it 
critically alongside a range of written historical sources: official archives, newspapers, 
published reports and the records of civic organisations. Of the 76 interviews used 
extensively in the analysis, people had come from the following places: 35 from the 
farms (11 men, 24 women); 23 from small towns in the Eastern Cape (six men, 17 
women); four women removed from small rural railway settlements; eight male ex-
political prisoners, and six wives of these banished ex-prisoners. While the sample does 
reflect the large numbers of women resettled in the township, it is not representative of 
the townships’ population, historic or contemporary.17 
This account of administration and resettlement contributes to the recent revival 
of historical interest in the homelands and to debates around the making –and implosion - 
of the Ciskei.
18
 In the second Xhosa ‘homeland’, where the power of chiefs had been 
decimated by colonial rule on the frontier, Ciskeian ethnic nationalism rested on 
historical foundations that were paper thin. In this context, appreciating how and with 
what basis ‘tribal’ institutions were created in this Bantustan is particularly pertinent and 
may help to further historians’ understandings of the homelands system more broadly. 
 
 
The Growth of Sada and Ilinge 
 
During the mid-1960s three large rural resettlement areas were established in the Ciskei 
on land owned by the South African Native Trust (SANT): Sada, Dimbaza and Ilinge.
19
 
Sada was established in 1963 on land formerly owned by the Shiloh Moravian Mission. 
The first arrivals at Sada were residents removed from the location at Whittlesea, a small 
administrative centre for the surrounding white farms. Whole families, often 
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multigenerational, were poorly accommodated in prefabricated one-roomed dwellings 
(see Figure 2). These people were soon joined by those evicted from white farms in the 
vicinity and across the Eastern Cape, and other groups forcibly relocated from small 
towns in the region. By October 1966, there were at least 2,700 people living at Sada, the 
majority of who were women, children and elderly people.
20
 From 1967, a major building 
programme was commenced: between December 1968 and March 1971 the population 
doubled from 7,000 to 14,000 people, and by March 1972 there were more than 2,400 
houses in Sada,
21
 each housing an average of six or seven people.
22
 The mid-1970s saw a 
further influx of people from farms in the region, likely due to the availability of sites in 
the township at the new self-build residential area on its edge, known as eMadakeni (‘the 
muddy place’).23 The Surplus People Project (SPP) estimated Sada’s population in 1980 
at a maximum of 40,000.
24
  Approximately half of Sada’s population in 1980 had been 
resettled from urban areas and half from rural: most of the latter group were from white 
farms, forced from the countryside as labourers were retrenched and their families 
evicted.
25
 Most former farm-dwellers (79 per cent) ‘had left nominally of their own free 
will’, the SPP reported.26 
Ilinge was established on a farm called Welcome Valley (purchased by the 
SANT), on the edge of the Glen Grey District, in 1965. The history of settlement in 
Ilinge, although always smaller than Sada, shares many similarities: those resettled in the 
township came from towns and farms across the Cape. As at Sada, a building programme 
commenced in 1967.
27
 One reporter described Ilinge in 1967: ‘the five hundred one-room 
shacks, made entirely of corrugated iron, stand row upon row on the slopes of a hill in 
long, brown grass, with nothing else in sight for miles and miles’ (see Figure 2).28  In a 
valley, surrounded by mountains and accessible only via a long dirt track, the location of 
Ilinge was especially suitable for the exercise of movement controls. By 1969 there were 
forty ex-political prisoners who had been resettled in Ilinge under banning orders.
29
 In 
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Administration and Control Under the BAD, c. 1963- 71: Modernism, Paternalism 
and Domestic Control 
 
The absence of established local authorities in the new resettlement areas of Sada and 
Ilinge allowed for the emergence of state structures that held far-reaching influence. 
When asked about issues relating to local authority figures and structures in Sada and 
Ilinge, most respondents had great difficulty in answering this question. In the context of 
the deep and widespread poverty that prevailed in the resettlement areas, particularly in 
the first years of their existence, local representatives of the apartheid state responsible 
for the management of infrastructural programmes, housing and rations found themselves 
in positions of significant influence. When he arrived in Sada in June 1970, G. H. 
described, there were only two main local authorities to whom disputes might be reported 
or from whom assistance might be sought. The Township Superintendent and the 
Superintendent of Public Works, both based at the ‘Trust’ (SANT) buildings in Sada 
(also known as the ‘rent offices’), were responsible for the recruitment of labour for local 
contract work and for the management, upkeep and allocation of housing stock. 
Secondly, the Magistrate at Whittlesea, who was simultaneously the Bantu 
Commissioner, was often referred to by people in Sada as the ‘helping hand’ (isandla). 
Destitute people appealed to the Magistrate for help.
31
 J. H. described the sense of 
isolation that stemmed from the lack of representative political structures in Sada and the 
limited support and authority of the ‘Trust’. When asked who she might have turned to if 
she needed to report a problem, she replied: ‘I don’t know. [We] would go to the rent 
office, the Trust, to tell them about [our] problems… There were no authorities at that 
time. We were depending only on the rent office… Even if you had a problem you would 
not go anywhere, just sit with your problem. You couldn’t go to your neighbours…’.32 
Control over scarce resources allowed state administrators to occupy influential 
positions in the new townships. Priscilla Hall, who visited Sada in 1969, described the 
‘despotic paternalism’ exercised by the township Superintendent, Mr. Kirsten: Kirsten 
exerted almost complete control over legal affairs and the allocation of state resources in 
the township.
33
 Not all cases of law infringement were subject to hearings by the Bantu 
Commissioner at the neighbouring settlement of Whittlesea. Instead, Kirsten assumed a 
significant level of responsibility for the local adjudication of legal sanctions in Sada. The 
course of local ‘justice’ was thus both arbitrary and autocratic at this time: as Kirsten 
reported to Hall, describing the procedures of ‘justice’, ‘“I just take him into my office 
and give him a good hiding”’.34 The Superintendent’s local influence also derived from 
the distribution of limited state resources to the local poor. While Sada was in 1969 the 
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direct responsibility of the BAD in Pretoria, Kirsten exercised large prerogative over the 
township’s management. ‘There is nothing in Sada that Mr. Kirsten does not control’, 
wrote Hall; ‘“I’m the Superintendent on paper, but in fact I am the Governor here”’, 
Kirsten commented.
 35
 With an estimated 45 per cent of the township’s population reliant 
on state food rations at the time of Hall’s report in 1969, and in the context of high 
unemployment and reliance on the provision of local casual employment, it is not 
difficult to see how Kirsten might have regarded himself thus.
36
 Local officials 
Mndladlamba (Ilinge) and a woman known as Nonjogovana (Sada), both of whom were 
township Public Works officials, became local patrons, especially for some of the poorest 
families most heavily reliant on rations.
37
 Some resettled people recounted narratives of 
‘favouritism’ which pervaded the allocation of rations and other resources, and of the 
abuse of power, by state officials, for personal profit.
38
 Sylvia Malite described how local 
representatives in Ilinge controlled the food market for their own gain: ‘It was difficult to 
eat meat, there was no meat at all unless the government, someone from the Special 
Branch comes to sell us intestine. Then we eat meat’.39 As well as for personal profit, 
officials bent the rules for the benefit of those who most struggled to pay rent and feed 
themselves.  
In the terrible conditions that prevailed in the newly established resettlement 
townships - high unemployment, impoverishment, housing shortages and extreme 
dependency on basic food rations distributed by the state - local state institutions came to 
form the principal sources of patronage and influence. Welfare provisions of the most 
basic order were central to the state’s performance of its racist vision of control, 
containment and domesticity.  Influenced by contemporary racist discourses of social 
decay that centred on ‘immoral’ and ‘undesirable’ unmarried women as the major targets 
of influx controls in town and anti-squatting measures in the countryside, the allocation 
of housing, local employment and rent payment in the resettlement townships were 
governed in highly gendered ways.
40
 The provision of housing and employment became 
crucial forms of ‘governmentality’ through which the apartheid state and its local 
functionaries sought to cultivate both ‘willing workers’ and ‘functional’ domestic units, 
modelled on a highly gendered image of the nuclear family. 
During the rapid building programmes of the late 1960s, men living in Sada and 
Ilinge were employed by the BAD (located at the rent offices in both townships) building 
houses, grading roads, and digging pit latrines and water furrows for a basic rate salary of 
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R16.50 a month. Women were employed at the much lower monthly rate of R4 or R5 to 
plant trees and grass around the townships, to clean streets, and in other ‘ancillary’ 
capacities. Such employment continued for the BAD’s period of administration, during 
which time the townships underwent great expansion and houses were rapidly built. 
When the administration of the resettlement townships was handed over to the Ciskei in 
the early 1970s, local employment opportunities became more limited except for irregular 
building work only available to men.
41
 At Sada in the late 1970s, the new residential 
development of Whittlesea North did employ significant numbers of local labourers.
42
 
For women such employment was replaced by low-paid casual work in new textile 
factories. 
  Local employment was shaped by the prevailing official discourse of ‘self-
development’ and an historic ethic of racial paternalism.43 Administrators in the 
resettlement townships explicitly connected local employment to the inculcation of 
discipline and an ethic of hard work and preferred to create employment than to provide 
rations free of charge, even if such jobs were contrived. Hall described the paternalistic 
motivations of the Superintendent in Sada, and the underpinning rationale of instilling 
‘good’ attitudes to work, particularly among unemployed women: 
Mr. Kirsten holds that living on rations makes people lazy and apathetic, whereas 
work is a good discipline and an earned income is a morale booster. He is 
prepared to employ people on an uneconomic basis for the sake of giving more 
adults a job and injecting a little more money into the community. This is why he 
engaged a labour force of 700 women. 500 of them clean the camp. They work on 
one section, picking up bits of glass and paper by hand, and they move to another 
area when the first is clean. They also plant trees and water them. 100 women 




The creation of local wage labour in Sada and Ilinge was connected to administrators’ 
efforts to foster a rent-paying culture. These relations came to be essential ways of 
managing settlement in the townships. Under the administration of the BAD, the cost of 
resettlement rations and housing rent were docked directly from wages paid to local 
residents employed by the administration. The provision of employment meant that 
households previously exempted from housing rent (the elderly, disabled and very poor 
single women) became liable for rent (starting at a cost of R1.45 for a one-roomed house 
and rising to R4.40 for a four-roomed house), which was to be deducted from wages.
45
 
After the deduction of rent, and of the rations charge (R1.70 per month), a woman 
employed by the local administration would take home only eighty five cents from a 
monthly wage of R4.
46
 Children whose families were unable to keep up rent repayments 
were encouraged by the township administration to leave school and take up work. These 
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children, of primary school-going age, joined the groups of women who were working on 
the streets.
47
 Hall described this cost-offsetting as ‘slave labour in disguise’, alluding to 
widespread dependency upon local authorities who distributed scarce resources.
48
 
Employment and rent payment formed the basis of new relations between local 
residents and the state. Employed residents were entirely dependent on their wages and in 
the absence of local shops residents were obliged to purchase rations. For those from 
farms, these circumstances brought even greater food insecurity than paternalist farm 
rations, which had provided some protection.
49
 Rent payment for local housing enhanced 
the gendered complex of control focused on the prevention of women’s permanent 
urbanisation. By trapping resident women into regular employment from which rent was 
deducted, by binding households into rent payment on a lease-to-buy basis and by tightly 
regulating the payment of rent, the utilisation of state resources was geared towards the 
prevention of out-migration to the cities other than through labour bureaux.
50
 
These ‘soft’ social controls were coupled with military policing. Entry to and exit 
from the townships were tightly policed. In Ilinge, where the geography of the valley was 
conducive to tight control, residents remember how closely the police regulated exit 
points. Ilinge’s three main exit points were manned by police in order to monitor permits 
and to control the activities of ex-political prisoners banished to the township.
51
 In the 
late 1960s police patrolled Sada at night, not only to prevent escape but to ‘to prevent 
people from infiltrating into the camp’.52 In Sada, the Bantu Commissioner and the 
Township Superintendent together managed physical movement through the granting of 
passes and local policing. A pass was necessary to leave or enter the camp. For those not 
eligible for passes to leave the township - mainly women, the elderly and ex-prisoners - 
these border controls greatly restricted geographical mobility and the maintenance of 
social relationships with friends and relatives remaining in the towns from which people 
had been removed. In that these controls cemented geographical immobility resulting 
from poverty, they were experienced most bitterly by those who had the greatest means 
and inclination to leave for town. 
The resettlement of single women and female-headed households in Sada and 
Ilinge revealed the inconsistency of official ideas about family and gender. In practice, 
the allocation of housing to women was characterised by ‘blunder’ and ambiguity, driven 
by the localised imperatives of apartheid relocation and housing shortage. While urban 
township policy granted housing only to men, Bantustan resettlement and the practical 
realisation of ‘separate development’ made necessary a shift in the state’s position 
towards housing access for single women and the elderly removed from ‘white’ areas. In 
the new resettlement townships single women became eligible for housing. As the 
Superintendent at Sada reported: ‘widows and unmarried mothers with their families of 
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small children are given preference…’.53 Single women for whom rural connections 
could not be established, and who had been removed from urban locations to Sada and 
Ilinge, were allocated township housing in their own right. The imperatives underpinning 
the administration and allocation of housing in Sada and Ilinge – the need to 
accommodate and control the movements of single women - were juxtaposed against 
gendered ideologies that promoted an image of the ‘modern’ nuclear African family. 
In his study of apartheid relocation in East London, Leslie Bank argues that 
township planning was characterized by a ‘middling modernism’ (Rabinow) whereby 
housing and the domestic sphere constituted the locus of state planning emphasis, as the 
primary vehicle for social control and transformation.
54
 In Mdantsane, the massive 
African township-city planned in the 1960s for the relocation of the majority of East 
London’s black residents, resettlement planning was designed to create nuclear families 
and to ‘cleanse individuals and families of [the] social pathologies and moral degeneracy 
of slum life’.55 Gender was at the heart of this modernist project. Administrators realised 
that, in addition to resettling families with male household heads, Mdantsane would also 
have to absorb a significant number of female-headed households. While these 
households were not permitted to settle in the new housing schemes established in East 
London’s Duncan Village, which was reserved exclusively for nuclear-style families, in 
Mdantsane female-headed households were to be permitted provided that they were 
‘fragmented into smaller units’.56 The Secretary of the BAD stipulated in December 1969 
that widows and unmarried mothers were eligible for housing in Mdantsane, but that such 
a policy ‘should not be propagated as it could cause general influx to townships from the 
Bantu rural areas, where the women in question should, in the first instance, be 
accommodated with their guardians or their relations in terms of Bantu law and 
customs’.57 Each application by single women was to be considered ‘on its merits’ and 
submitted to Pretoria for consideration.
58
 While such intensive bureaucratic monitoring as 
this directive suggested was clearly unviable and stood at odds with the objectives of 
expediting speedy resettlement, this policy had lasting influence in the minds of 
administrators, if not in the process of housing allocation, in other of the Ciskei’s new 
townships. This precise correspondence on single women in Mdantsane was repeatedly 
cited in the administration of housing applications in Sada.
59
 In order to legitimate 
attempts to minimise housing provision, even within the homelands, the BAD found 
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utility in ‘traditional’ Xhosa patriarchies to control the movement of women. Thus while 
the process and administration of women’s endorsement out of urban areas had been 
streamlined through mass removals, in part owing to the difficulties of establishing 
through correspondence a domain of patriarchal control to which African women could 
be sent,
60
 the allocation of housing in the resettlement townships still upheld domestic 
patriarchy, constructed in part through an image of the ‘modern’ African family, as an 
appropriate institution through which to govern African women. 
If housing administration in the resettlement townships served to reinforce 
unequal gender relations through the allocation of housing to male household heads, it 
placed single women in a particularly vulnerable position. Those unable to keep up rent 
payments were subject to eviction: a predicament that was common among those unable 
to rely on remittances. To deal with the high demand for housing, officials were known to 
keep a close eye on housing occupancy: if a house was found to be unoccupied for more 
than a few days, even if rent payment was up-to-date, belongings and furniture were 
removed and the house re-allocated to another applicant.
61
 Retaining a house was 
extremely difficult for households without multiple adult members, one of whom could 
remain resident. Single people forced to migrate to cities to seek work were often unable 
to retain housing in their own right. As Nobendiba Lucas explained: ‘What was 
happening here, if you happen to go and work elsewhere, the Superintendent would 
come, open your house, take your goods, clothes and everything, store it in a store room, 
and then somebody else is allocated the house. You come [back] without a house. It 
happened to me…’.62 The imperative to establish reciprocal networks in the resettlement 
townships was thus likely reinforced by the need to secure and retain housing. 
Prior to 1972, local labour recruitment in the resettlement townships was also 
influenced by concerns to reshape the African family by rewarding ‘functional’ 
households. The highly differentiated pay scale for men and women in the employ of the 
local administration is one revealing, if obvious, example of the emphasis placed by the 
state on the ‘proper’ gendered division of labour. In both Sada and Ilinge, consideration 
of the marital status of both men and women was a paramount consideration in the 
selection of employees. There seems to have been a general policy that precluded the 
employment of more than one member of each family: in Ilinge there was an explicit 
drive to ensure that only single women would be employed by the township 
administration.
63
 The Bantu Affairs Commissioner at Whittlesea, concerned by the 
number of ‘unattached women with illegitimate children’ being resettled in Sada, made 
representations in 1966 for the creation of employment for these women whom he 
considered both dysfunctional and over-sexualised: they were, he believed, ‘sitting 
around doing nothing… and probably breeding more children’.64  If such employment 
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practices tied single women into earning and rent-paying arrangements, they also denied 
even poorly paid employment to women who were married but unable to rely on their 
husband’s remittances. 
The stabilization of the ideal urban African family – which had characterized 
urban planning in late-colonial British Africa and shaped urban planning initiatives in 
1950s South Africa even with its particular segregationist strategy - was at odds with 
state planning imperatives to reproduce migrant labour.
65
 The discussion above reveals 
the beginnings of a vain and blundering effort by apartheid bureaucrats to marry these 
competing agendas and to legitimate Bantustan independence by encouraging the 
development of ‘functional’ migrant households in the homelands. In 1969, the BAD was 
considering a scheme through which married migrants would be obliged to remit home 
through direct wage deductions. The maintenance of women in the homelands and of the 
marital ties of obligation between migrants and their wives were regarded as the 
foundations of the migrant labour system. As Director of Bantu Labour Du Randt posited 
in 1969 in relation to this scheme: ‘The ties with the homelands must be maintained and 
the best way of doing this is to keep the women in the homelands...’.66 In Sada, the 
Superintendent chose to employ married men over single ‘bachelors’, in order, according 
to Hall, ‘to keep as many families as possible intact’.67 
The effects of resettlement planning in Sada and Ilinge - in the form of housing 
allocation, rent payment and local employment - were thus profound. The administration 
of resettlement centred on the control of women, their movement and sexuality, and 
reinforced male power in the townships. The development of local administrative 




State Resources, Clientelism and Resettlement: Sada and Ilinge Under Ciskei, 
c.1971-6 
  
The above account of administration under the ‘white chiefs’ of the BAD has 
demonstrated how the politics of patronage were already well established as central 
features of rule in the resettlement areas by the time of the administrative handover from 
the BAD to Ciskei Tribal Authorities after 1971.
68
 With the handover of administration to 
the Ciskei, the patronage of state resources became overlaid with and subject to new 
political imperatives as Bantustan elites jostled for influence. 
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Pippa Green and Alan Hirsch’s 1983 report on resettlement in the Ciskei 
comprises an important resource for this analysis of administration in the resettlement 
townships. Their detailed political economy of three Ciskei resettlement townships, 
including Dimbaza and Sada, provides key observations and analytical insights that 
complement and support the historical sources upon which the following account of 
patronage and state power is based. ‘In Sada’, they argue, ‘as in other parts of the Ciskei, 
political control over contract workers, their families and the unemployed has been 
extended primarily through the powers of economic allocation ceded to the headmen and 
local officials’.69 In the absence of economic opportunities, these authors argue, access to 
the state was almost the only way of gaining economic security and resources. While 
Green and Hirsch’s analysis focuses on the ‘functions’ of control that clientelistic 
networks served for the apartheid regime, this account traces the historical development 
of local state patronage in the resettlement areas as the Ciskei Bantustan took shape. 
Owing to the nature of the available historical sources, the following section focuses 
largely on Sada to explore these dynamics. 
 Under the Ciskei’s administration, Sada township (which fell under the Zulukama 
Tribal Authority and the Hewu Regional Authority) was divided into zones, each of 
which was allocated a headman. These headmen comprised an intermediary committee 
through which housing, pensions and employment contracts (local and migrant) were 
allocated.
70
 Residents (and prospective residents) of Sada were thus obliged to gain the 
support of the headmens’ committee, through whom applications to the township’s 
Superintendent were made. Given the high demand for housing and the heavy reliance on 
pensions, these state goods were crucial means through which local functionaries of the 
Ciskei state could secure loyalty and political control: obtaining housing or pensions 
required that residents prove their membership of CNIP and payment of their party 
dues.
71
 The committee of headmen held final say over eviction for failure to pay rent. 
Those to whom houses were reallocated were often required to pay rent arrears: a major 
down-payment that excluded many.
72
 This helps to explain the social differentiation that 
emerged in housing occupation, as the poorest and unemployed were pushed out to site 
and service schemes and informal settlements on the fringes of Sada and Ilinge. Existing 
procedures for eviction and reallocation were overlaid by new political imperatives under 
the Ciskei, as clientelists jostled to consolidate their support through housing settlement 
(see discussion of Myataza below.) The distribution of migrant labour contracts through 
the Ciskei’s Tribal Labour Bureaux hinged on favour and clientage, both locally and in 
the higher echelons of politics in the Bantustan. While the local committee of headmen in 
Sada wrested control over the direct allocation of labour contracts to registered workers, 
formal administration of this process was centralised in Zwelitsha, where contracts were 
allocated to particular TAs.
73
 
 The SPP’s research showed that ‘virtually all’ those questioned in Sada relied 
on the Ciskei authorities ‘for everything’.74 Excerpts from their interviews indicated 
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heavy reliance on state support and strong expectations of further help.
75
 The SPP 
observed how structures of patronage through the Ciskei authorities pervaded every 
aspect of local politics: 
The CNIP is popularly seen as the one way to get ahead materially. It 
[membership of CNIP] is a precondition of just about every job in the Ciskei. 
People in Sada even felt that CNIP membership had helped them to get pensions, 
housing or anything else where they had to apply to officials… it all boils down to 
appealing to the Ciskei government, to authority, as the source of everything. 
People therefore tend to try for things through a chain of influence. It makes for 





Klaas Dastile described how in the late 1970s all dealings with the authorities, including 
paying rent and other taxes, required the production of a CNIP card.
77
 
Individuals with political aspirations sought clients for their own enterprises. 
According to Green and Hirsch, the SPP and other testimony, member of the Ciskei 
Legislative Assembly, one time leader of CNIP and local shopkeeper Myataza was ‘the 
most powerful man’ in Sada in the 1970s.78 Throughout this decade, Myataza developed 
far-reaching networks, establishing himself as an important figure and benefactor through 
whom many sought access to state resources: housing, pensions and employment in local 
public works.  His local businesses – amongst which a shop – allowed Myataza to further 
consolidate his local patronage by extending credit to the poor. To what extent this was 
an economically profitable exercise is unclear, but some linked his insolvency to his 
political decline.
79
 According to Green and Hirsch’s informants, the growth of Madakeni, 
the mud settlement on Sada’s fringe in which many farm-dwellers settled, was closely 
associated with Myataza. The residents of Madakeni were widely referred to as 
‘Myataza’s people’ because he had encouraged them to settle there from the farms.80 
Towards the end of the decade, he fell out of favour with the local committee of headmen 
which was aligned with Sebe, whose local influence was being bolstered by his powerful 
relative and local businessman, Hebe.
81
  Myataza’s decline may also have been connected 
to the rise of new chiefs aligned with Sebe: in 1976-7, nearly 5,400 families were 
relocated from Herschel and Glen Grey to the Hewu area, lured by Ciskei politicians who 
promised a ‘land of milk and honey’ and compelled to opt for residence in a self-
governing Ciskei as the lesser of evils on the eve of Transkei independence.
82
 These 
contests for local influence, battles for control over resources to secure it, and the fickle 
political alignments of intermediary headmen impacted heavily on those whose 
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‘benefactors’ fell out of local favour and influence. ‘Myataza’s followers’ were allegedly 
purged from parts of Sada by the committee of headmen sympathetic to Sebe.
83
 
Commentators of class formation in the Bantustans have often emphasised the 
role of state resources and patronage in the making of a Bantustan middle-class or ‘petty 
bourgeoisie’.84 But it was not only those who aspired or became part of a middle strata in 
the homelands who relied on the homeland authorities for access to resources: migrants 
working for starvation wages and the dispossessed and unemployed were drawn in to the 
orbit of these patronage networks in order to secure the most basic means for daily 
survival. The ever-present threat of violence, arrest and economic exclusion undoubtedly 
contributed to the power of homeland regimes.
85
 Nevertheless, the pervasive nature of 
clientelism in these resettlement areas and the particular experiences of those resettled 
from farms (who comprised the majority population in these areas) also contributed to a 
set of material circumstances that were conducive, but not reducible, for longstanding 
projects of apartheid statecraft. 
Constituting the most significant demographic moving into the resettlement areas, 
the relocation of farm workers proved a crucial dynamic in the making of Bantustan 
authorities at a local level. Apartheid administrators had long been aware of the 
importance of resettlement schemes for bolstering Tribal Authorities (TA). As one Bantu 
Affairs Commissioner reported in 1959, ‘to be successful, a tribal authority must grow in 
strength. It can only survive in a populated area’.86 The success of TAs, one administrator 
surmised, depended on their ability to retain and provide plots for young families and to 
prevent their permanent migration to the urban areas.
87
 Certainly, the TAs created in Sada 
and Ilinge were fanciful constructions with virtually no historical foundation: residents of 
these new resettlement areas came from a variety of places across the Cape, both urban 
and rural. Nevertheless, the high demand for residential plots in the Ciskei was a key 
dynamic shaping the possibilities for the formation of new authorities through 
resettlement. A large number of farm-dwellers who moved to Sada and Ilinge in the 
1970s described how new housing, the availability of residential plots and access to 
secondary education made the resettlement townships attractive alternatives to insecure, 
highly regulated and exploitative living conditions on commercial farms.
88
 
In the scattered reserves of the Ciskei, where geographical contiguity necessitated 
a major programme of land purchase and resettlement in the years preceding 
‘independence’ in 1981, the resettlement of people from commercial farms in the vicinity 
of the Ciskei played an integral role in the forging of new chiefly power structures, as 
Jeff Peires has shown.  Through the Ciskei’s land consolidation programme, resettlement 
enabled aspirant chiefs to claim ‘ancestral’ land, to achieve territory and a base of 
patronage simultaneously. Resettlement thus fostered the rise of new chieftaincies in a 
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region where elected headmen had hitherto largely replaced hereditary chiefs.
89
 Chiefly 
‘tributes’ (salaries) were calculated according to the number of ‘followers’ residing in an 




Unlike the areas examined by Peires and Sada’s neighbouring areas (the focus of 
Wotshela’s research), which emerged in the late 1970s under the jurisdiction of Ciskeian 
authorities, for the period in which Sada and Ilinge grew rapidly these townships were 
centrally administered by the BAD.
91
 In the context of the high demand for housing 
among farm workers and widespread deprivation in resettlement townships, through the 
distribution of housing, limited local employment, and food rations, the state was able to 
forge structures of social control. Thus while the particular historical moment in which 
Sada and Ilinge emerged precluded the direct association of resettlement with the growth 
of new chiefs, the influx of former farm-dwellers and paternalist township administration 
nevertheless extended the reaches of the Bantustan state on the ground. 
The cultural and moral economy of farm paternalism that shaped the experiences 
of those who resettled in Sada from white-owned farms helps frame an understanding of 
responses to the Ciskei regime in this locality.
92
 The social world of farm paternalism 
from which most former farm-dwellers came may well have shaped their engagement 
with the clientelist political economy that developed in the resettlement areas.  Precisely 
because seeking a patron and buying in to relations of patronage was necessary for 
survival in the resettlement areas, particularly for those at the bottom of the economic 
pile, farm-dwellers may have been more disposed to ‘buy in’ to the Ciskei’s political 
regime, if indeed not the myth. 
A few examples demonstrate some rather less-than-hostile attitudes towards the 
Ciskei authorities held by people from white farms. M. F., for example, recalled how 
former farm workers in Sada were inclined towards support for the Ciskei because ‘they 
were getting a lot of things’, including access to grazing or employment on the Shiloh 
Irrigation Scheme.
93
 Eslina Ndeleni had been resettled from a farm at Dordrecht to Ilinge. 
In 1976 she moved to Hewu (the TA under which Sada fell) along with the people 
removed from Glen Grey in the political resettlements that accompanied Transkei 
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independence. Given the choice of voting in a referendum for either Ciskei or Transkei, 
she decided to ‘vote for the one that had already helped me’ and therefore for the Ciskei. 
As a result she was forced to move out of Ilinge, to Sada.
94
 Zongezile Mdlanga, described 
the relative efficiency of the Ciskei administration in Ilinge: ‘There were no hassles. You 
just hear that Sebe’s done that thing, and it would take place. Sebe built schools and then 
there was that factory, the initiative of Ciskei’.95 
In Ilinge, some residents denied that headmen had gained any kind of local 
recognition: rather, their influence stemmed from their direct connections to state 
resources. As Mahlubendile Maqungo, who was an active ANC member in Port Elizabeth 
before his incarceration and banishment to Ilinge, commented: ‘…there was resistance, 
but the imposition of headmen was not so stiff and rough. Not stiff and rough. It was only 
if you want something then they said you should go to the headmen’.96 While Maqungo’s 
testimony does reflect how illegitimate he considered the TAs to be, it also suggests the 
‘normalised’ character of administration in the Ciskei resettlement areas in the early 
1970s. After the Ciskei took over administration for the townships in the early 1970s, a 
number of former political prisoners entered the local administration in Sada and Ilinge 
as clerks, foremen and other officials.
97
 They did not consider their participation in the 
township administrative structures to be necessarily antithetical to African nationalist 
politics. Since better-paid employment was scarce for those with high-school education, 
these men did not regard their employment as ‘collaboration’ but rather as an opportunity 
to help improve living conditions in the townships, while continuing their participation in 
networks of underground political activity. 
The influence of the committee of headmen in Sada derived from their powers of 
discretion: discrimination, preferential treatment and the taking of bribes in the allocation 
of state resources empowered these functionaries of the homeland state as individuals.
98
 
Such were the outcomes of indirect rule through tribal authorities, which were upwardly 
accountable and promoted the power of individual state functionaries with control over 
resources. Discretion, bribery, administrative incompetence and the fact that massive 
demand outstripped paltry supply all elevated the promise of provision as a powerful 
political tool in fostering compliance and social control. These promises were 
performances of power that were as much part of clientelism as the material exchanges to 
which they referred. Under TAs, and within the obsessively racist and modernist 
apartheid project that promised development in ethnic homelands while being 
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underpinned by an overwhelming spectre and threat of violence,
99
 the promise of 
resource distribution by clientelists comprised an institutional mode of indirect rule, 
encouraging ‘compliance without consent’ and offering a glimmer of hope for a stake in a 
system of exploitation from whose benefits the majority were excluded.100 
Sada and Ilinge expanded rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s. While plots in the 
townships were generally larger than in the towns and cities and presented some limited 
opportunities to cultivate vegetable gardens, they were far too small to secure a 
sustainable food supply. The keeping of livestock in the township was widely prohibited, 
and in any case, grazing was not available. There were no obvious opportunities for 
residents or administrators to acquire further land, except for the very few in Sada who 
may have managed to secure access to a plot on the Shiloh Irrigation Scheme through 
personal connections. Without land to allocate, and with local power influence dependent 
on the continued allocation of such limited non-agrarian state resources as the apartheid 
state’s Bantustan budgets and Ciskei’s political feuds permitted, the promise of provision 
of residential plots, housing, pensions and labour contracts by patrons constituted a 
precarious basis for political power.
101
 As the SPP described, ‘Promises work for a time, 
but then leading figures find their own power base eroded by failure of the administration 
to supply what Sada needs…’.102 Green and Hirsch reckoned that ‘the imposition of 
“tribal” ideology in a situation where there is no material basis for it, poses severe 
problems for the local ruling class in their attempts at containment and control’.103 By 




John Sharp has argued that the absence of control over agricultural land was at the 
centre of the failure of traditional authorities to gain ‘legitimacy’ in Qwaqwa; ‘[t]he 
indunas do not control any resources which people need, and can therefore have no 
positive functions at all’, he concluded.105 While Sharp focuses on the failure of this 
Bantustan to establish enduring political legitimacy and power, the limited power that 
TAs did wield through the patronage of non-agrarian resources deserves greater 
analytical emphasis, as this paper has tried to show. The extension of the state 
administration through resettlement and the creation of clientelist networks around the 
provision of basic goods, housing and the allocation of work contracts played key roles in 
extending the presence of the Ciskei state on the ground and in bolstering, albeit 
temporarily, limited support for the Ciskei regime. These networks of patronage were 
indeed reliant on external support from South Africa. Without the power or resources to 
continue allocating land, the Ciskei authorities in Ilinge and Sada were reduced to the 
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status of administrators, dependent on the continuity of state funding in order to establish 
and preserve any form of resilient control.
106
 While Ciskei elites may have sought 
legitimation from the performance of ‘tradition’, however invented, their authority 





This paper has sought to understand the production of power and authority in Sada and 
Ilinge, first under the administration of the South African BAD, and later under the 
administration of the Ciskei regime. While it is far beyond its limits to account for the 
collapse of the Ciskei regime, the analysis contained herein describes localised 
negotiations of power, their material bases and the circumstances that may have shaped 
the upsurge of resistance that was soon to follow. The paper contributes to 
understandings of the making of the Ciskei Bantustan and its ‘implosion’ and to debates 
around the rise and fall of ethnic nationalist homeland regimes.
107
 It offers a contribution 
to historians’ developing understandings of the social and cultural processes that 
underpinned the making of ethnic identities, which found little support as nationalist 
projects but nevertheless in some places, in particular moments and among particular 
groups, were platforms that found appeal.
108
 Mass resettlement and housing development 
were instrumental in the making of TAs in the northern Ciskei. The paper contributes, 
along with Wotshela’s account, to a materialist history of the Ciskei that explores the 
local-level and blundering processes that shaped the construction of indirect rule in this 
Bantustan, the shaky material foundations underpinning these authorities and the social 
dynamics that helped precipitate their decline.
 109
 
Extreme deprivation in the new resettlement townships, the social dislocation that 
many experienced on arrival and the power vacuum that initially existed in these 
settlements produced the conditions in which dependency upon the local institutions of 
the BAD was widespread. Through the regulation of housing provision, employment, and 
the creation of a culture of rent-payment, the BAD’s administration created structures of 
control that had far-reaching influences in the daily lives of the townships’ inhabitants. 
The analysis has shown how state interventions and were fundamentally gendered. 
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The effects of state interventions in the resettlement areas were to entrench forms 
of rural ‘efflux’ control, preventing the out-migration of women and promoting regimes 
of domestic patriarchy and dependence on male migrants’ wages. The availability of 
housing in the resettlement townships and the inculcation of rent-paying on a lease-to-
buy basis was intended to encourage permanent settlement in the Ciskei and prevent 
uncontrolled migration to the urban areas. This study has offered new insights to inform 
reassessments of the rural dynamics of apartheid movement controls and the central 
importance of residential developments in the homelands for the state’s reorganisation of 
influx control during the 1960s and 1970s.
110
 
Under the administration of the ‘self-governing’ Ciskei, relations of patronage 
were subject to new political imperatives, as aspiring chiefs jostled for control over state 
resources to secure their influence. Caught in the middle, as intermediary state 
functionaries, headmen operated on political terrain that was constantly shifting, with 
dramatic effects for those most reliant on patrons to secure their survival. Dependent on 
the provision of non-agrarian resources from the central state, the Ciskei authorities’ 
hegemonic project was thin and precarious. 
Local tolerance of aspects of Bantustan authority in the Ciskei resettlement areas 
did not represent the emergence of any sort of coherent ethnic nationalist sentiment. 
Ciskeian ethnic nationalism, which emerged in the highest echelons of Ciskei politics as a 
result of Lennox Sebe’s need to broaden his own support base after the 1973 election, 
‘lacked any basis in historical reality’, had little support in popular and educated opinion, 
and was the result of the suppression of ‘whatever genuine ethnic feeling had once 
existed’ amongst Rharhabe and Mfengu Xhosa-speakers in the Ciskei region, Peires 
argues.
111
 This study has shown that in the crucible of change created by the National 
Party government’s promotion of Bantustan self-government and homeland 
independence – a blundering construction of a peculiarly modern system of indirect rule - 
limited state resources and processes of social and economic change in the countryside 
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Figure 2. Prefabricated houses, Ilinge, c. 1969.  Source: University of the Witwatersrand, Historical 
Papers, AD1788, file 19, no. 2 
